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The Socratic Method and Psychoanalysis

JONATHAN LEAR

I can't as yet know myself as the inscription at Delphi enjoins; and so long as that ignorance remains it seems to me ridiculous to inquire into extraneous matters. So, saying goodbye to all that... I direct my inquiries to myself, to discover whether I really am a more complex creature and more puffed up than the monster Typhon, or a simpler, gentler being whom heaven has blessed with a quiet, un-typhonic nature.¹

—Socrates in Plato's Phaedrus

In its origin, function and relation to sexual love, the "Eros" of the philosopher Plato coincides exactly with the love-force, the libido of psychoanalysis.²

—Freud

1.

Can conversation make a fundamental difference to how people live? Socrates is thought to have been trying to improve the lives of those he talked to, through his peculiar form of conversation. As he said in his own defense, "I go around doing nothing but persuading young and old among you not to care for your body or your wealth in preference to or as strongly as for the best possible state of your soul."³ But his aim was not merely to convince someone of this as though it were the conclusion of an argument. That would be compatible with indolence—a person might believe that it is better to care for his soul than his body or wealth, but leave it at that. It is also compatible with a person becoming passionately concerned with his soul, but going off in cockeyed directions. Socrates' conversation was meant to motivate a person to care about his soul, and to help him take steps to improve it. That is, Socratic conversation had a therapeutic intent.

But when one asks what method Socrates used, the answer that typically comes to mind—the famous method of cross-examination, the elenchus—seems unsatisfying. First, if one looks at the dialogues in which the elenchus is used, there is no evidence that any of the interlocutors are improved by the conversation. Indeed, they often seem irritated, fed up, anxious to leave. Second, the Socrates of the Republic seems to give us an account of why elenchi on its own won't work. There he famously divides the soul into three parts—appetite, spirit, and reason. And he argues that personalities can be formed by any one of the parts gaining dominance over the other two. So, an honor-loving person is one in which spirit rules. This is a person who organizes his life to gain recognition and admiration. His reason is subjugated to the task of figuring out how to get it; and his appetites are prevented from getting in the way. It would seem that such a person will not be improved by a straightforward cross-examination. For if a proud man is shown in a public space to have contradictory beliefs—and just at the moment when he is showing off—it is most likely he will feel embarrassed and angry. And, in any case, once one has a theory of psychic structure, the primary issue can no longer be changing a person's beliefs: it must be a matter of changing the structure of his soul. It is not clear how the elenchus could do that. And it is a notable feature of the Platonic dialogues that when Socrates discusses psychic structure—notably in the Republic and Phaedrus—the elenchus disappears.

But what then is Socrates' method? One typical answer is to insist that the Socratic method just is the elenchus. Then when Socrates departs from the elenchus in the Platonic dialogues—so this answer goes—it is not really Socrates speaking, but Plato. This answer is, I think, unsatisfying: both because it fails to think deeply enough about what elenchus is and because it thereby fails to see a unity in Socrates' method that transcends the issue of whether he is or is not using elenchus. I can give my answer in a nutshell, but I warn you that in that nutshell the answer will most likely be misunderstood: Socratic method is irony. But to see why this answer is correct we need to abandon much of what we mean in general by irony; and much of what we have assumed Socratic irony to be.

My method of argument will be roundabout and unusual. In the bulk of this essay, I shall look carefully at how psychoanalysis works. Psychoanalysis commends itself to our attention because it takes seriously the idea that the soul has structure. Indeed, it is a peculiar form of conversation that aims to bring about a structural change in the soul. How could any conversation do that? Philosophers have long been interested in psychoanalysis—and they have long been interested in its similarities to Socratic method—but they have tended to focus on psychoanalytic theory—what one can get out of reading Freud—and have ignored how that theory is instantiated in psychoanalytic practice. If we look to that, I think we can find a Socratic practice that might otherwise escape our notice. And we can discover in convincing detail how psychoanalytic conversation might genuinely promote structural change. Having done that, I shall return to the Platonic dialogues and show that there is a Socratic method that includes elENCHUS but transcends it. That method is irony.

2.

If we want to understand the Socratic method in psychoanalysis, the method of cross-examination, the elenchus, is the wrong place to look. In a paradigm case of elenchus, an interlocutor will put forward a belief about what, say, pain is. Socrates will then elicit other beliefs, draw inferences that the interlocutor agrees to, and finally bring out a contradiction.⁴ If the interlocutor wants to avoid contradiction, he must change some of his beliefs. But psychoanalysis is not particularly concerned with changing
anyone’s beliefs about anything. In the course of a therapy, analyses and may change their beliefs in all sorts of ways; but analysis does not aim for this as an outcome. Psychoanalysis is a peculiar conversation that aims to change, not a person’s beliefs, but the structure and function of her soul. Moreover, it aims to do so by means that are transparent, fair and noncoercive. It promotes the development of a certain kind of psychic freedom. But what does this mean?

To understand the distinctive contribution psychoanalytic therapy can make, we need to understand the difference between changes the psyche undergoes as part of its normal functioning and changes in the way the psyche itself functions. When people’s psyches are functioning normally, they typically change their beliefs and emotions on the basis of their experiences. Sometimes those experiences may bring about massive changes. You might say something that hurts my feelings terribly, and changes the way I lead my life. Someone else might say something that causes massive changes in beliefs. Imagine that you are living through a scientific revolution: you are in a classroom and Galileo (or Newton or Darwin or Einstein) is your teacher. It may well be that by the end of the semester basically everything you ever believed about the world has changed. And it may well be that these changes in cognitive state are accompanied by thrilling emotional changes: the marvel of it all. Still, this is just what the psyche does. So too with the simpler case of changes in one’s beliefs in response to an acknowledged contradiction. That kind of change is just what a normally functioning psyche will do. The psyche is in the business of metabolizing experience: changing cognitive and emotional states in response to experience.

But what might it be to change the forms of metabolization themselves? Imagine a fellow student in your Galileo class who began the semester with the same beliefs about the natural world as you had and, as the semester proceeded, he changed his beliefs just as you did. But for him, it was a flat, dull, lifeless. It is as though he were looking at life through plate glass. One might speculate whether he was depressed; but what certainly seems true is that his capacity to process beliefs is cut off from his capacity to react emotionally to his experiences. Now imagine that he enters a peculiar conversation whose outcome is that a new vibrancy enters his life. He believes the same things, but he believes them differently: there is a newfound sense of wonder that humans could have thought this, amazement that the world could be here rather than there – a sense of joy and dread that it is no longer clear what “here” could mean. This does seem to be a change in how his psyche functions. His emotional life now seems connected to his cognitive life. This is an example of the kind of a difference psychoanalysis can make.

3.

Freud developed psychoanalysis to alleviate a particular form of human suffering which he called neurosis. If we look just below the surface of human life, we will see that people regularly sabotage their own attempts at happiness or freedom – often in ways that they do not understand. A person may know she should break up with her boyfriend, but she can’t quite do it. She cares for him, but not that much; she doesn’t think they have that much in common; but she will marry him rather than break up.
measure up.) Another person may have an amorphous sense of guilt. (When analyzed it turns out there is a harsh voice saying everything is his fault.) Another person may continually write and then rip up copies of his screenplay. Another person may suffer writer’s block and not be able to write a single word. Another person may be wildly critical of others—but in therapy it emerges that he is deflecting outwards criticisms he really holds against himself. And so on.

But if neurosis is an expression of a structural conflict inside the psyche, a cure must involve a structural change. It is difficult to see how any conversation could bring that about. Certainly, a standard Socratic cross-examination won’t work: for while facing a contradiction in one’s beliefs might cause some discomfort in the interlocutor, neurotic structures are too stubbornly stable to be undone so easily. Even Plato seems to have recognized that. For, in the Republic, not only does Socrates develop a tripartite division of the soul, he gives a sophisticated account of how particular forms of human suffering are the outcomes of structural conflict between the different parts. He doesn’t use the word “neurosis,” but he does have an account of neurotic conflict. So, for example, the oligarchic personality will tend to hold down his appetites by brute force—and this will have all sorts of unfortunate consequences, both in his own soul and in his family environment. It is a striking fact that by the time the Socrates of the Republic spells out his theory of psychic structure, he is not using the elenchus. And though the limitation of elenchus is not explicitly discussed, it is dramatized. Socrates engages in a famous examination of Thaumachus in Republic I; but at the beginning of Book II Glaucon asks him, politely but firmly, whether, in addition to his virtuous performance, he would actually like to convince anyone. For the next nine books, the investigation into the nature of justice, soul and polis proceeds in the absence of elenchus. It remains a fascinating question what Socratic method could be once the soul is discovered to be structured. I shall return to this question at the end of the paper.

4.

We are looking for the Socratic spirit alive in psychoanalytic practice. How it got there is not our business. The point is not that Freud was a Plato scholar and self-consciously introduced a Socratic method: nor that psychoanalysis has been shaped by any explicit interpretation of Socrates. (In my experience, when Socrates is invoked to explain a practice, he is regularly misapplied. Is there anything more un-Socratic than the so-called “Socratic method” in law schools?) Socrates is, of course, part of the air we breathe in Western culture; and there is no doubt that Freud breathed deeply. Thus there may well be circuitous and complex influences that proceed from Socratic to psychoanalytic practice. To trace them would be the job of an intellectual historian. For the purposes of this paper, I am just as happy with the thought that psychoanalysts, like Socrates, came up against something very remarkable about the human soul and responded to it in similar ways. The important causal influence is not of Socrates upon Freud, but of the human soul upon both Socrates and psychoanalysts. Moreover, I am concerned with capturing the Socratic spirit in contemporary psychoanalytic practice—when that practice is well done. I am not concerned here with Freud’s actual practice—which could be intrusive, cajoling, even bullying. There were occasions where Freud cross-examined his patients as though he was a prosecuting attorney trying to wrest a confession out of a hostile witness. Whether there is anything “Socratic” about such awful therapeutic technique is not the subject of this inquiry.

If we wish to find Socrates alive in psychoanalytic practice, the place to look is in the use of irony to address the question of how to live. This claim requires two important qualifications: one about what it is to “address the question,” the other about what is meant by irony.

It is not any question we are dealing with. Socrates tells us, but how should one live? But there is a serious practical question of how one might succeed in raising this question. If, for example, one examines Socrates’ conversation with Phaedrus, it is not clear that anything in the conversation has made any difference to Phaedrus. The entire dialogue is given over to the question of how to live—whether it is better to be loved by a lover than a nonlover, what is the power and proper use of speech and writing, what it is about the nature of our souls that pulls us away from living well—and yet, looking at Phaedrus, it is arguable that he never seriously faces the question. Phaedrus is someone who, as Socrates puts it, fasts on speeches. He is smitten with the sounds and sights of speech—so much so that there is little evidence that the truth or falsity of what is being said matters to him. He takes a kind of sensuous delight in speech: consuming it with appetitive hunger. It is hard to see, then, how anything Socrates says could get to Phaedrus in the right sort of way. For Phaedrus is metabolizing speech in the wrong sort of way. Socrates might try to show Phaedrus that Lyssias’ speech praising the nonlover is in fact misleading and dangerous—but for Phaedrus this is one more delicious speech which he can bring back to Lyssias in the hopes of eliciting from him yet another marvelous speech to consume. What a banquet! They may talk about how one should live, but in an important sense the conversation has not yet begun—and it is precisely the “conversation about how to live” that is getting in the way.

In psychoanalysis, similar problems arise all the time. When analysands start to talk explicitly about how to live, they are often using their capacity for intellectual thought to maintain a distance from what is really on their minds. When they talk about some psychological trait they have—“I have this obsessive need to...”—it is usually in the service of staying with pat formulations, and thereby avoiding any genuine insight into what they are like. It may even be that the content of what they are saying is true: the problem is that it does not connect to their lives in a living sort of way. Psychoanalysts call these resistances to genuine analysis. In short, “raising the question of how to live” can be a way of avoiding the question of how to live. It is a serious technical question in psychoanalysis how to allow the question of how to live to emerge in ways that genuinely engage the soul. From the dramatization of a number of the dialogues, it looks like this was a serious issue for Plato too. For example, if one looks for signs of progress or development in the reactions of the interlocutors in Phaedrus, Euthyphro, and Symposium it is not clear that anyone has developed as a result of the conversation. And Socrates’ famous worry that writing philosophy down may be a form of forgetting it rather than remembering it, among other things, a worry that the use of stock phrases can mislead people into thinking they are doing philosophy when in fact they are engaged in an empty exercise.
Now if irony were only what it is commonly taken to be in contemporary culture, it would be no more than another resistance to analysis. There might be a technical question about how to deal with such questionable “humor” in an analytic context, but irony would not be any more significant than that. So, for example, in “Irony in psychoanalysis” the psychoanalyst-author gives this example:

Analyst: I have your bill ready.
Patient: Fantastic!

This, of course, is an example of irony as we popularly know it. The author comments:

My remark, “I have your bill ready,” was literal and straightforward, allowing of no other meaning. My patient’s reply, “Fantastic!” was clearly ironic, and would be so understood by any person familiar with analysis. The speaker did not imply that he was thrilled at being presented with a bill — quite the contrary; he intended that I should understand him in a sense opposite to the literal expression.

From a psychoanalytic point of view, what is strange about this account is the claim that the analyst’s remark “was literal and straightforward, allowing of no other meaning.” For it is virtually constitutive of psychoanalysis that no statement is so literal and straightforward that it allows of no other meaning. Indeed, it is my hunch that, even when he wrote this, the author didn’t really believe it. Rather, he was in the grip of a popular theory about irony, in which the ironic person achieves his effect by saying the opposite of what he means. And he is certainly supported by many authorities, including for example the Oxford English Dictionary which defines irony as “a figure of speech in which the intended meaning is the opposite of that expressed by the words used; usually taking the form of sarcasm or ridicule in which laudatory expressions are used to express condemnation or contempt.” And, of course, if this is what a billion English speakers mean by irony, then this is what “irony” means.

Still, perhaps the dictionary only gives us, as it were, the ego of the concept. Perhaps there is a deeper meaning, a deeper use, of the concept of irony that escapes everyday awareness. I think there is; and I think this deeper use is significant for understanding how psychoanalysis works: and I think one can find this deeper use of irony in Socrates’ practice. But to discover this deeper use, we need to abandon the assumption that we already know what irony is: namely, a somewhat sarcastic saying the opposite of what one means. Obviously, the issue of Socratic irony is, and will remain, a debatable topic — and it is not the purpose of this article to work through that debate. Rather, I simply want to pick out one strain of what Socratic irony might be and show how fruitful it is to understanding how psychoanalysis works.

But to do that, I have to go against an interpretive assumption that has governed much of the debate about Socratic irony. In a number of passages, Socrates’ interlocutors — notably Thrasydamus, Alcibiades and Callicles — accuse Socrates of being ironic. They are frustrated by him — even fed up — and they do seem to mean that he is shaming, saying the opposite of what he really means. (The Greek words eirônêta, eirôn, and eirônéuomai did suggest an attempt to deceive.) But Thrasydamus, Callicles, and Alcibiades all have distorted characters — twisted out of shape by narcissistic (thumos-driven) longing for recognition, honor, or seduction. Obviously, there is a question whether their pride has distorted their perceptions of Socrates. Perhaps he is not shamming as they — in their frustration and wounded pride — imply. But, less obviously, there is a deeper question whether, for all their distorted perceptions, they are also speaking beyond themselves: uttering a truth that they themselves do not understand. Let “irony” serve as an enigmatic name that picks out Socrates’ distinctive activity — however that is properly to be understood. Then Socrates is being “ironic” even though his accusers are confused about what his irony consists in.

My understanding of Socratic irony is indebted to Søren Kierkegaard. Consider this entry from his diary:

What did Socrates’ irony actually consist of? Could it be certain terms and turns of speech or such? No, these are mere trifles; maybe virtuosity in speaking ironically. Such things do not constitute a Socrates. No, his entire life was irony and consists of this: while the whole contemporary population . . . were absolutely sure that they were human beings and knew what it meant to be a human being, Socrates probed in depth (ironically) and busied himself with the problem: what does it mean to be a human being? By doing so he really expressed that all the bustle of these thousands was an illusion . . . Socrates doubted that a person was a human being at birth; it doesn’t come so easy, and neither does the knowledge of what it means to be a human being.

For Kierkegaard, Socratic irony is not a turn of phrase but a way of life. It is made possible by a peculiar gap between pretense and aspiration that is embedded in our lives. In this example, human life is not merely participation in a biological species, but involves some understanding of what it is to be human. Thus the whole contemporary population can be sure they are human. In their lives, their professions, their social roles they put themselves forward as human. Call this the pretense of the concept in the literal, nonpejorative sense of "the putting forth of a claim." There need be no hypocrisy involved. The members of the contemporary population in the very living of their lives put forward a claim that this is what is involved in living a human life. But the concept also has an aspiration that typically transcends the social practice. We glimpse this when we ask, of a particular act, was that a humane thing to do? The question is not about whether the act was perpetrated by a member of the human species. Or if, at university, we consider the division of the humanities: by and large the division teaches remarkable aspects of the human spirit. (It leaves the study of our everyday, mediocre habits to the social sciences!)

Socrates investigates what it is to be human by considering various ways humans try to live up to something. So, he considers the virtues or human excellences and asks, What is it to be pious? What is it to be courageous? What is it to be just? He also considers various professions — the human effort to profess oneself to be something. What is it to be a politician? What is it to be a sophist (one who knows)? What is it to be a rhetorician? What is it to be a doctor? He also asks about social formations: What is it to be a city?
In each case, Socrates is able to isolate an aspiration that escapes the practices which express the current social understanding of the category. So, for instance, if doctors are those who promote health in their patients, the current social group that puts themselves forward as doctors are, Socrates argues, failing to do this. Instead, they provide drugs that may alleviate pain, but allow people to maintain their dissolute lives. In the name of promoting health, they in fact promote the diseased status quo. They need not be doing this hypocritically or cynically. They may sincerely be trying to promote health. The pretense of medicine is simply the socially accepted practices in which people put forward the claim that they promote health, that they legitimately occupy their position, that, in short, they are doctors. But once the claim is made, there is room for the (ironic) question:

Among all the doctors, is there a doctor?

And it is a stunning fact about us that we can immediately sense that there is a real question here. It is as though our ears are attuned to something which transcends our current social understanding. If, by contrast, we should ask,

Among all the ducks, is there a duck?

we have no idea what this purported question could mean. But in the former case, we intuitively detect that a genuine question is being asked about how well or badly our current social understanding of doctoring – the pretense – fits with our aspirations of what is truly involved in doctoring.

This kind of question provides a test for Socratic irony – at least, the type of irony that is most relevant to Socrates. Consider these questions, and what I take to be Plato’s answers:

• Among all the sophists, is there a sophist (one who knows)? – Yes, there is one: Socrates – for he is the one who knows that he doesn’t know.
• Among all the rhetoricians, is there a rhetorician? – Yes, there is one: Socrates – for he is the one who is trying to lead the souls of those with whom he speaks towards what is true.
• Among all the politicians is there a politician? – Yes there is one: Socrates – for he is the one using the political art to try to shape Athens into a true polis.
• Among all the citizens of Athens is there a citizen? – Well, there was one: he was put to death by a majority vote.

Note that there are two features of this Socratic irony which go against the grain of the popular understanding of what irony is. First, in asking these questions one can mean exactly what one is saying, not the opposite. Second, being ironic in this sense is compatible with being earnest at the same time. In asking, for example,

Among all the politicians in America, is there a politician?

we may be asking the most serious question imaginable about the future well-being of the country. As one of Kierkegaard’s pseudonyms put it,

From the fact that irony is present it does not follow that earnestness is excluded. That is something only assistant professors assume.23

6.

With this understanding of Socratic irony in hand, we can now see two distinct but related ways it is present in psychoanalysis. One is more general, the other more technical. I shall deal with them in that order. Freud once wrote that the aim of psychoanalysis is to help people to love and to work. Some critics interpret this as meaning that the aim of psychoanalysis is to help people put up with their flawed marriages and boring jobs. Call it adjustment.24 But a deeper reading is possible: in their attempts to work out a life for themselves, people experience a profound need for intimacy and for creativity. The forms of these aspirations will vary enormously: they need not be grand or conform to any established ideal. Typically people will formulate very specific problems for themselves, but if one listens long enough, one can often hear a large-scale ironic question:

• As a friend, am I a friend?
• As a lover, am I a lover?
• As a beloved, do I allow myself to be loved?
• In my life, am I living?

And so on. These are all questions of how pretense and aspiration fit together. Often people will have an inchoate sense that in their efforts to put themselves forward in a certain way, they somehow sabotage their own aspirations. To take a paradigm example, a person might come for psychoanalytic therapy after the second or third break-up of a serious relationship. She may experience the break-up as something that happened to her, but has a vague intuition that perhaps she is somehow implicated in ways she doesn’t understand. Above all, she is sick of it, sick of herself. And she wants to know in a pressing, urgent way: is this her fate? Is this as far as it is ever going to go for her in terms of human intimacy? Or might it just be possible, between now and death, to have a more meaningful human relationship?

Sometimes the analysand’s official problem – the symptom – will look bizarre. And it will certainly seem as though it has nothing to do with these large-scale ironic problems. I had a patient who sought analysis because he could not urinate or defecate in a public toilet. If anyone came into the bathroom his sphincter muscles would clamp shut. And he became so upset by this that, even when no one was present, his muscles would remain rigid. What could this have to do with high-minded questions about intimacy and creativity? As it turns out, a lot. A symptom is never an isolated atom, even though it often presents itself as one. In this case, the patient organized his life around the symptom. For example, he organized his diet – lots of coffee at night – so that he would be sure to feel the urge to urinate and defecate while at home. He would not eat or drink anything during the day for fear that he would feel the need to go to the bathroom. Of course, he stayed away from the place others had lunch for he didn’t want them to notice anything was odd. He had to turn down all lunch invitations. But
then he also started to turn down dinner invitations — what if he had to go to the
bathroom. And he turned down requests from his boss to travel. And he then he
stopped traveling altogether. The fact that airplanes and trains have single-person
toilets no longer seemed to register with him. It all became impossible. The analysis did
uncover specific links to bathrooms, to being overheard, to urinating and defecating —
but it also uncovered how, unbeknownst to himself, this patient also used this symptom
to isolate himself from his friends and colleagues. Living with the symptom became his
life. And it was held in place by tremendous anxiety triggered by his aspirations for
friendship, love, and creative expression in the workplace. His personal version of the
question — What is it to be a friend? — was “answered” with an urgent need to urinate
followed by a muscle-bound sense that urinating was forbidden, impossible.

While this case may at first look strange, when we consider more general difficulties —
like nervous tummy, irritable bowels, impulsive eating and bingeing, anxiety attacks,
etc. — we can see that the overall structure is not that uncommon.

7.

Freud came to think that neurotic suffering was the outcome of conflict between differ-
ent parts of the soul. On this view, problems we see on the surface of life — for example,
repeated difficulty in writing papers for class — will be a manifestation of intrapsychic
conflict between warring parts of the soul. In this case, there might be a nit-picking
“parental” superego that “says” that nothing the person does could ever measure up.
Or there might be an ego that is fearful of its own ambition and aggression: writing a
paper means progressing in the generational process, becoming an adult, taking over
from the parents and assigning them to old age.27 Instead of being able to negotiate
these conflicting feelings, the parts of the soul are set over against each other in a kind
of intrapsychic civil war. The outcome is writer’s block and suffering in school — though
the student has no idea why.

If a conversation were to make a significant difference it would have to bring about
a structural change in the psyche. It is not enough simply to talk about one’s fears of
success, one’s feelings that one never measures up, and so on: for while the conversa-
tion may be of some value in expanding one’s psychological awareness, it will most
likely get caught up in the very problem it is trying to solve. The person will begin to
feel that he isn’t quite measuring up in the therapy; that his insights aren’t that
good, that he can’t really take a step forward, that all this talking isn’t really doing
much good in terms of writing papers — and this must be his fault! If he genuinely has
a fear of success, he may be able to talk about it — but that needn’t stop him from
sabotaging the therapy for fear of success.28 Neurotic structures are wily — and they
are extraordinarily durable. How could any conversation bring about a structural
change? Somehow the conversation would have to undo a neurotic structure and
bring about healthy relations between what had hitherto been warring parts.

It is here that Socratic irony plays a crucial role. For it is possible to think of each of
the parts of the soul in terms of aspiration and pretense. The id is a primitive and
archaic source of wishes and appetites — but in its own way it is also a voice of aspira-
tion. Think of Cookie Monster, on the US children’s program Sesame Street: “Me Want

Cookie!” In effect, the id is “saying” things like “Me want Mommy!” It is left vague
whether the aim is to have Mommy or to be Mommy — or, in having Mommy to be her.
The point is that these wishful, appetitive impulses are not simply desires for a distinct
object: they express aspirations in their own id-like way.29 It goes to the heart of the
psychoanalytic conception of eros that — from the most elemental bodily appetites to
the highest ideals — humans are aspirating animals.

The superego is much more obviously a voice of aspiration. It expresses a person’s
ideals and ambitions. And it also has a cruel punishing voice for any failure to live up
to them. The cruel superego is — in its own superego-like way — a voice of aspiration.

And, of course, the ego is the voice of pretense. Stretched between wishful impulses
one side and criticizing voices on the other, I put myself forward: as Jonathan Lear, a
teacher, professor, someone who has trained as a philosopher and psychoanalyst, some-
one capable of writing this essay, and so on. To repeat: the voice of pretense need not be
hypocritical. Of course, it may be.

Once we conceptualize the parts of the soul this way, we can see that in neurotic
conflict there will necessarily be a gap between aspiration and pretense. It is constitu-
tive of neurotic conflict that the parts are cut off from each other, and that real
communication between them is impossible. The aim of psychoanalysis is to overcome
this structural impasse. One way to think of the therapeutic process is in terms of
bringing out the irony. For it is precisely by making the gap between aspiration and
pretense explicit that one starts to draw the different parts of the soul into communicative
relations.

Let me give a brief example. At the time he sought analysis, Mr. A was single,
middle-aged, and successful in his professional occupation. But in spite of his outward
professional success, inwardly he felt anxious and inhibited. He saw himself as “wear-
ing a nice mask to hide the real, ugly, nasty me.”30 He was anxious about aggressive
impulses and angry feelings, particularly towards those in positions of authority. This
became prominent in his relations with his analyst — in what analysts call the trans-
ference.31 He experienced his analyst as a controlling authority who inhibited him and
kept him in line.

Overall, Mr. A had a successful analysis — he was able to open up in all sorts of ways
to others and to himself — and there is much to be said about how these changes came
about. But I want to focus on one moment towards the end of the analysis, in the
so-called termination phase. In the fourth year of his treatment, Mr. A began to talk
about bringing the analysis to a close, but he used notably aggressive language. He
talked of “quitting” the analysis; he began to “warn” his analyst about it; and he
insisted this was his decision, not the analyst’s, because he didn’t want to take the
decision “lying down.” He felt joy when he finally proposed that they end the analysis,
but then quickly felt hurt, angry, and abandoned when the analyst agreed to his
proposal. It was as though their roles had switched: Mr. A experienced the doctor as
the aggressive one who was rejecting him.

Mr. A then switched to gratitude. He began to speak of all the gains he had made in
the analysis. He was much happier than he had been, he felt freer and more relaxed.
He had been able to make life-changes that gave him real pleasure: he was now happily
married, together they were buying a house, his wife was pregnant and they were
both looking forward to having a baby. And he said that these external changes were
manifestations of significant internal changes. He was now a more confident person; and he felt that he could thus take on commitments with others in a more trusting and genuinely intimate way. He expressed his heartfelt gratitude to the analyst. And Mr. A’s remarks did fit the analyst’s sense that Mr. A had indeed used the analysis to make some far-reaching changes. “On the surface, at least, it seemed that this taking stock of what had been accomplished in his analysis was part of a ‘rebuilding’ or synthesizing process appropriate to termination.”

And yet, Mr. A also had a lingering cough. It began as part of infectious illness, but it never quite went away. And it seemed that Mr. A would start coughing more vigorously in the analytic session at times when he was talking about hostile feelings. Might the cough be a symptom? And might it be expressing some neurotic conflict that was being covered over by all the sincerely meant testimonials? Mr. A was, by now, an old hand at analysis, and he began to wonder about the meaning of his own cough. However, he didn’t recognize the connection between his cough and his angry feelings “until an extended fit of coughing occurred when he suddenly became very angry with me, saying ‘Do I want to tell you to fuck off?’”

He then began coughing uncontrollably for several minutes, finally leaving the office for a minute to go to the bathroom for a drink of water. Returning to the couch, he asked, “Why would I want to tell you to fuck off? You haven’t done anything but been here.”

“I said, “Maybe that’s why.”

“Yes, you’re the doctor,” he replied. “Why haven’t you cured me? I’ve been waiting for you to fix me.”

This was the moment when Mr. A experienced the full intensity of his hostility toward me in the waning months of the analysis.

Of course, this is no more than a snapshot of a brief moment in a long and complex analysis. But if we look carefully, there is a lot we can learn from it. Let us first consider the intrapsychic configuration that led up to this outburst. In terms of aspirations, there are id-like wishes for a magical cure: somehow the analysis was supposed to turn him into a completely different person — wonderfully handsome and powerful, effortlessly successful. Superman! As the analysis is coming to an end, there is a dawning sense that these infantile wishes will never be gratified. And so there arise angry id-like feelings of disappointment. These too express a voice of aspiration in that they are directly linked to the wishes. Then there is a punishing superego which issues an aspiration-filled command: You shall not be angry! If you get angry, you are a bad person and will be punished! You ungrateful wretch! What emerges between these conflicting forces is the pretense: Mr. A, who puts himself forward as, say, “a mild mannered reporter,” who nevertheless feels he is somehow living behind a mask. This is the ego. And yet, the pretense doesn’t quite work: Mr. A finds himself blurring out angry thoughts; acting impulsively in spastic angry outbursts. This is what brought him into analysis: an inchoate sense that his pretense was breaking down.

What is striking about neurotic conflict is that it makes thoughtful evaluation all but impossible. Mr. A is disappointed he has not received a magical cure; and he is angry at his analyst for not giving him one. But he would also be embarrassed to recognize those wishes. And he is also afraid of his own anger — indeed, he is angry at himself about his own anger. On top of that, he is genuinely grateful to his analyst for all the help he has received. He has grown in many ways and he is proud of that. Nevertheless, instead of being able to take up all these conflicting and ambivalent feelings and think about what he wants do with them all, he develops a cough. The cough becomes a kind of nucleus of the conflict — expressing his angry feelings while also keeping them under cover. This is what makes Mr. A’s conflict neurotic: the aspiring and pretending parts of the soul cannot find any genuine way to communicate; and lacking this, they conflict in ways that have bizarre and often unwelcome manifestations.

What is striking — and beautiful — about the analyst’s response is that he confines himself to bringing out the irony. He does not offer Mr. A any content: no fact is presented for Mr. A to accept. If the analyst had said something like, “Your problem is that you are suffering from a conflict between your wish to blab blab blab and your ambition to blab blab blab,” Mr. A’s compliant self would have accepted the “insight” with gratitude. He might then tell others of his “inner needs” — and what he is saying might be true. But it would have made no real difference to the underlying structural conflict. Rather, the pretending part of Mr. A’s soul — the ego — would have taken it up as part its role of “self-understanding.” The analyst’s “interpretation” would then be used as one part of the neurotic conflict, rather than as anything that might resolve it.

Instead, the analyst invites the analyst back to his own just-spoken words.

“You haven’t done anything but been here.”

This is the sincere, heartfelt voice of pretense. Mr. A is expressing genuine puzzlement over his angry outburst. The analyst invites Mr. A to see that the very same words might also express a complaint: “I’ve been coming four days a week for four years, and what have you done? You’ve just sat there! And now I have to leave, and I have all these unsatisfied wishes, and what have you done? Nothing! You’ve just been here. That’s it!” This is the voice of complaint — which is the voice of aspiration denied.

It is constitutive of neurotic conflict that Mr. A cannot hear both voices at the same time. This is because, in neurosis, the id, ego, and superego are all split off from each other. In the ego-position, Mr. A is all sincerity and puzzlement: he feels genuine gratitude and cannot understand his angry outburst. So as he says, “You haven’t done anything but been here,” he can only hear the voice of pretense. His angry feelings are right there in the room — he has just had a furious outburst — yet they are weirdly cut off from his feelings of gratitude and puzzlement. In the moment of speech, gratitude and puzzlement is all Mr. A feels.

The analyst’s remark — “Maybe that’s why” — brings Mr. A back to his own words — and thus back to the feelings of gratitude and puzzlement he has just been experiencing — and invites him to listen to another voice that may also be getting expressed in the here and now. What is important about this example is not simply that the same words can be used to express the voices of pretense and aspiration: it is, rather, that these words can be used as a point of attachment between different parts of the soul. That is, Mr. A can now use his own words to go back and forth between his genuine feelings of gratitude and his equally genuine feelings of disappointment and anger. This is just what he could not do when he was in a state of neurotic conflict. In effect, the analyst’s remark invites Mr. A to use his own words to perform a bridging function.
between the aspiring and pretending parts of his soul. He can now actually consider his conflicting feelings, and think about how he feels overall. He may learn simply to live with conflicting feelings. There may be no overall resolution. Still, this is a better way to deal with one’s wishes and feelings than having a persistent cough, spastic outbursts, and mad dashes to the toilet.

It is important that by “maybe” the analyst means maybe. The analyst, like Socrates, genuinely does not know. Instead of offering an answer, the analyst extends an invitation to the analysand to bring out the irony for himself. Ultimately, bringing out the irony is the analysand’s task, not the analyst’s. And the invitation might not have worked — for various reasons. It might be that: the analysand’s hunch was wrong; it might be that the analysand was still in such neurotic conflict that he could not tolerate hearing any other voices than the one he was putting forward. One should keep in mind that this vignette occurs towards the end of a successful analysis, so Mr. A was ready to make connections that would likely have been impossible for him earlier on. Although in the moment of utterance, he could only hear his voice of pretense, as soon as the invitation is extended, he is ready to make the connection:

“Yes you’re the doctor... Why haven’t you cured me? I’ve been waiting for you to fix me."

It is by making a thousand such connections that bridges of communication are established between the aspiring and pretending parts of the soul. And it is these bridges that both constitute and facilitate structural change. Irony — used gently, carefully, but firmly — is essential to this therapeutic process. And it is in the use of irony that we shall find the Socratic method alive and well in the practice of psychoanalysis."14

8.

Throughout this essay I have used the expression “Socratic method” ironically. For there is a widespread assumption that the Socratic method just is the method of cross-examination, the elenchus. Let us call this the pretext of the Socratic method. That is, it is what scholars have put forward as a claim about what constitutes Socrates’ method. It is well known that in the various Platonic dialogues the figure of Socrates espouses differing beliefs and uses different methods of inquiry. So much so, that it has led one distinguished ancient philosopher to claim that in the Platonic dialogues there are two Socrates:

I have been speaking of a “Socrates” in Plato. There are two of them. In different segments of Plato’s corpus two philosophers bear that name. The individual remains the same. But in different sets of dialogues he pursues philosophies so different that they could not have been depicted as cohabiting in the same brain throughout unless it had been the brain of a schizophrenic. They are so diverse in content and method that they contrast as sharply with one another as with any third philosophy you care to mention, beginning with Aristotle’s.15

It is then assumed that the dialogues which employ the elenchus are “earlier” and that they provide insight into the historical Socrates. The dialogues that forego elenchus and use demonstrative argument to put forward theses about the nature of the soul and world are said to come later; and in them “Socrates” is just a spokesman for Plato. “The metamorphosis of Plato’s teacher into Plato’s mouthpiece is complete.”16

This is not the place to offer a detailed critique of this picture, though it is worth noting in passing how tightly woven its interpretive principles are: Socrates is revealed by his method, which is the elenchus, which provides a basis for dating the dialogues into earlier and later (on the grounds that the younger Plato would be more loyally reflecting his teacher). Every inference here is open to challenge. But, for the purposes of this essay, I simply want to put forward a different interpretive principle: If we take Socratic method to be irony, and if we understand irony broadly — not in terms of saying the opposite of what one means or shamming — but as bringing out the gap between aspiration and pretense, then we can see a unity of method that spans the supposed division of the two Socrates. The aim is not to recover the historical Socrates, but to find a larger unity among specific differences.

First, Socrates’ paradigmatic use of elenchus can be seen as a type of irony. Here I am not particularly concerned with the formal marks and features of elenchus, but with the distinctive ways Socrates deploys it. Socrates’ major Interlocutors have it in common that they put themselves forward as having knowledge of what they are talking about. Rathyporo, for example, takes himself to be an expert on piety.17 Laches, as a successful general, takes himself to have some insight into what courage is. Protagoras puts himself forward as someone who can teach virtue, and thus who knows that virtue is teachable. Thrasymanchus puts himself forward as someone who knows what justice really is. Socrates’ interlocutors are paradigmatically men of pretense. And so, when Socrates deploys elenchus on them, he not only elicits contradictory beliefs — as belies the formal structure of elenchus — he also elicits from them a aspiration buried in their own understanding of the relevant virtue which outstrips their pretense to know. There is something about piety or courage or justice that transcends the claim put forward by the interlocutor. Thus Socrates’ actual use of elenchus can be seen as a species of irony. Of course, if we think of elenchus merely as a method of cross-examination, as eliciting a contradiction in an interlocutor’s beliefs, there is no reason to think of elenchus as a form of irony. But when we attend to the particular ways Socrates deploys elenchus — especially in the paradigm cases — we see that he is putting elenchus to ironic use. Irony is the how not the what of Socratic elenchus. (One will not be able to see this if one concentrates exclusively on the formal structure of elenchus. Nor will one see it if one focuses solely on the interlocutor’s propositional attitudes; e.g. “X believes that p. But he also believes q and r which imply not-p.” One also needs to see how those propositional attitudes fit into the interlocutor’s pretense and his ultimate ability to recognize aspirations built into the virtue he pretends to know.)

Second, it is a commonplace of Platonic scholarship that by the time Socrates discovers the tripartite soul, he has abandoned elenchic method. And, as we saw in sections 1 and 2 above, there are good reasons for doing so: if a person’s belief system is dominated by appetites or desire for honor, it is not clear that merely drawing out a contradiction in his beliefs will make much difference to him. So far, so good. But this has led commentators to assume that Book 1 of the Republic — which is largely given over to an elenchic examination of Thrasymanchus — must be significantly earlier than, even tacked onto the later books, in which the soul is divided and the elenchus is not
used. Supposedly this shows that Socrates is in Book I, and his Platonically altered namesake is in Books II-X. But if we think in terms of irony, a unity will emerge amidst the differences. I do not know to what extent Plato was aware of this unity. However, the claim that Book I is simply tacked onto the Republic arises largely from a failure to see such unity.

Socrates divides the soul into three parts. Appetite desires sex and food (and money which can be used to gratify appetites). Spirit (or thumos) desires recognition and honor. Reason desires truth. He also argues that human personalities can be understood in terms of one of the parts gaining dominance over the others. So, for instance, in an honor-loving person like Thrasymachus, the desire for admiration will have the upper hand, and his reason will largely be subjugated to the calculative function of figuring out how to get more. He will have subjugated his appetite as well, for he wouldn’t want to do anything that looked base. Similarly, in an appetitive personality like the oligarch, reason will be subjugated to figuring out how to acquire large amounts of wealth. And to the oligarch it will appear that wealth is worthy of honor. Socrates argues that there is only one stable, harmonious and happy personality-formation: that of the just person. In this person reason rules: it lets spirit feed on what is truly honorable; and allows the appetites to be gratified only in healthy ways. All other personality-formation are unstable and disharmonious to some degree: one should expect division and strife among the parts. In Freudian terms, all other personalities are to some extent neurotic.

Let us now return to Thrasymachus. We are now in a position to see that irony is occurring both in the macrocosm of elenchic debate and in the microcosm of Thrasymachus’ soul. In the macrocosm, Thrasymachus is an ideal candidate for irony. He puts himself forward as someone who knows what justice really is. And, in putting himself forward, he gives an official account, the pretense of justice. Socrates’ distinctive use of elenchus consists in forcing Thrasymachus to acknowledge that justice also has aspirations which transcend his official account.

But now that we have a theory of Thrasymachus’ intrapsychic make-up we can also give a more nuanced account of what is going on within him during the elenches. Thrasymachus is a spirited, honor-loving personality. That means that his soul is organized around thumos. Not only does thumos shape his understanding of justice, it motivates him to put himself forward as someone who deserves recognition for knowing what justice really is. Thus, in Thrasymachus’ personality-organization, thumos is functioning as a pretending part of his soul. In an honor-loving personality, reason will be subjugated to figuring out ways to acquire honor — as understood by thumos. Still, Socrates has argued that every such personality-organization is unstable. Socratic elenches takes advantage of this instability. While Thrasymachus’ reason is crumbled and distorted by thumos, there is some aspect of it which aspires to truth. Even Thrasymachus — or part of him — aspires to truth; and this helps to explain why the elenchus comes to be such an ordeal for him. After all, why not just laugh it off? He cannot because his soul is genuinely conflicted. The elenchus awakens the aspiring part of his soul and brings it into close proximity to his pretended understanding.

The outcome of this juxtaposition is — preserved and remembered through the millennia — a blush.

If we consider only the macrocosm of public debate, it is natural to think that Thrasymachus is blushing before others: he had wanted to show off, and he is getting his comeuppance instead. But if we think of the microcosm, we can see that the elenchus awakens the aspirant part of Thrasymachus’ soul and, at least temporarily, partially frees it from its domination by thumos. In the moment, Thrasymachus can feel how far his pretense to knowledge has fallen short of his own aspiration to truth. We can now see that Thrasymachus is also blushing before himself. At least in the moment, Socrates has disrupted the unhealthy configuration of an honor-loving soul. And the aspirant and pretending parts of Thrasymachus’ soul have been brought into a different relation with each other. Thrasymachus’ blush is the blush of psychic upheaval. And perhaps that upheaval will lead to more lasting psychic change. (In this context, consider Socrates’ later remark that he and Thrasymachus have become friends [VI: 498c–d]; and Thrasymachus’ joining in with the rest of the group [at V.450a1].)

Obviously, the Socrates of the Republic is not particularly concerned with individual talking cures, or with the psychic transformation of adults. He is concerned with political formations which through education will properly shape the souls of children and young adults. And even if elenchus did succeed in disrupting the configuration of Thrasymachus’ soul, there is no reason to think it is a particularly good method for effecting lasting psychic change in a divided soul. Thus once one discovers the tripartite soul, and the personality-structures based on it, there is reason to abandon elenches as a therapeutic method. Nevertheless, it is not implausible to conjecture that the philosopher who thought through the tripartite theory of the soul might then wonder what effect, if any, the elenchus could have on such a soul. And he might dramatize that effect in a sophist’s blush.

Finally, let us consider Socrates’ famous profession of his own ignorance. In the Apology, Socrates says that it is precisely because he has spent his life exposing the pretenses of others to know, that he has generated widespread resentment against him. Thus it is the practice of irony — as it is interpreted in this paper — that, Socrates thinks, will be responsible for people voting to condemn him. In contrast with others, Socrates is, famously, the wisest of men because he is the one who knows that he doesn’t know. In particular, Socrates claims that he knows that he does not know how to give an adequate account of the virtues or human excellence. In terms of the structure of irony we have been investigating, Socrates “puts himself forward” as the person who is not in a position to put himself forward. That is, when it comes to knowledge of the virtues, Socrates is the man without pretense. He makes no claim to know. He is all aspiration and no pretense. And thus, ironically, while Socrates can bring out the irony in others — that is his Socratic irony — there is nothing about him that is ironic at all. At one point Phaedrus and, at another point, Alcibiades say that Socrates is the most unique, the strangest person who has ever lived. The Greek word is “topos”: literally, the person most lacking a topos — a place, position, or location. But think of topos in terms of pretense: the putting forth of a claim is precisely taking up a position in argumentative space. It is saying, for example, “When it comes
to justice, I have a position: I know what it is." Socrates has no such position — he is *atopos* — and this turns out to be the quintessence of human wisdom.

There are readers of Plato who agree with Thrasymachus that Socrates' profession of ignorance is a sham — a pretense in the *pejorative* sense of pretending to be something other than one is. These readers take Socratic irony to be saying the opposite of what he means. And thus, for them, it is only a pretense that Socrates has no pretenses. For these readers too there must be another Socrates. This time the other Socrates isn't Plato's mouthpiece, it is the real Socrates hidden behind his masks. I don't think there is any knock-down proof that will show that this interpretation is wrong. And if a latter-day Thrasymachus wants to hold onto it tenaciously, so be it. But, for the rest of us, I hope this essay will contribute to a different outlook. The true power of Socrates to reach out across the millennia — and grab us — lies in the fact that, in his irony, he is also intensely earnest. He is saying precisely what he means. It is a question for us and about us why this has been so difficult to accept.43
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10 For an example of a Platonic figure taking up what Freud would call a superego position, see the discussion of Leontius at Republic IV: 439e–440a.
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For simplicity, this chapter concentrates on Freud’s structural model, but the same overall technique will apply to any model — for example, the models of self-psychology — in which there are aspiring and pretending aspects to the psyche. See, for example, Heinz Kohut, *The Analysis of the Self: A Systematic Approach to the Psychoanalytic Treatment of Narcissistic Personality Disorders* (Madison, CT: International Universities Press, 1987).


*Euthyphro* 3c, 4b.e.

*Republic* I, 350c–d.

Of course, it is also possible to conceptualize *thumos* as aspiring to honor. The point is not that there is only one proper characterization of the psychic parts; it is, rather, that there is one accurate characterization that at the same time shows how irony is possible.

*Apology* 21b–c.

See *Apology* 29a–b: “And surely it is the most blameworthy ignorance to believe that one knows what one does not know.” That is, it is blameworthy to have a pretense to know that cannot live up to the aspirations of the concept.

*Phaedrus* 230c; *Symposium* 221c.
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